
while the distant rumble goes on [readings 35]
[to James Klopfleisch]

mark so

[2 readers

[reader 1

read the 2nd paragraph aloud normally, clear but soft, with deliberately loosened phrasing:
pauses of  a few seconds between sentences, shorter “breath pauses” between subordinate clauses

more or less consistent throughout, an almost hypnotic quality of  rhythm

[reader 2

while reader 1 continues independently, near the clause “while the distant rumble goes on”
read the 1st paragraph aloud in a normal manner, fluid and more pronounced than reader 1

 (afterwards giving way to reader 1 alone once more)

A chance encounter in the street, an ancient phrase offered by a delicate woman, sends him back to burrow in the rubble of  his 
youth. A few viable wisps still protrude. It all involves fetishes, those poor misunderstood employees of  the sexual closet. 
Despised worker bees. Those bondsmen are in town, bonding. And what shall I tell the sales representative when he calls? That 
we don't need any fireworks. We're living backward. We're not making up for the mistakes of  the past, we are the past.

He was sinking into a kind of  lethargic kick the house had never seen him in. And was hiding in one. You, always so good at the 
old days when something you do for the young ladies comes up again in conversation, can you still conjugate? The gray parrot 
stretches his alarming scarlet wing, and the room falls silent, save for the hastily indrawn breath of  a few of  the participants. It's 
four o'clock, you've come late, that wraps up nap time. The old fake dilemma, not urgent. I've even forgotten it, so go on with 
your story. Man walks into bar. Stilled avalanches back up, in slow motion. White snow on dun cement. For the seasons to 
withdraw, cherries must first come alive, in a burst of  somewhat embarrassing frankness, while the distant rumble goes on: the 
opportunity for something to do something else, for it to be something else. Meanwhile, the Hardys ride high. Why? They didn't 
send the blotch to me, the postmark is missing. And the stamp? All colliding, twisting like train smoke in the wind, rattled by the 
elements. To punish people after dark. Buster issued a warning. In the shape of  a message in a bottle, cast into the sea off  the 
Cape of  Good Hope. When his sister found it some twelve years later all his prognostications had come true, yet they hadn't 
mattered much. No one had paid attention. Such, my friends, is the reward of  study and laborious attempts to communicate with
the dead. In the end it all falls to pieces.

     – John Ashbery, “The Snow-Stained Petals Aren't Pretty Any More”     
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